
Easter Scavenger Hunt
 

 

From A Little Hint of This

 

Here's your first clue,
and soon you will see,
your next clue is hidden
where you watch _ _!!

Brrr! It's too cold for us,
the temperature is snappy!
Go to the place 
where the veggies 
are happy!

You're moving so fast!
Here's the next clue:
Go look in the spot
full of bowls 
(and plates, too!)

Hop, skip, and jump,
you're well on your way!
If you're going outside,
Put your feet in these

today!

How to play: Hide each clue with an Easter egg or treat! Put the largest treat with the final card. 
You will need 11 smaller treats/eggs per person and one larger one for the final clue.

To hide the cards, look at the list below. 
Match the number on each card to the place to hide it on the list. Have fun!!

1 2

3 4

This hunt is fun,
but it's not over yet!

Go to the place
Where you get your

hands wet!

Let's keep going!
The next clue is slick-

Go find the spot
where you heat food

up quick!

5 6

7 8

You're on the right trail
to finding the eggs!
The next clue is under
something with legs!

Don't be too slow,
or so it will seem,

you'll need to be going 
where you lay your

head down 
to dream!

 



Easter Scavenger Hunt
 

 

From A Little Hint of This

 

You're clothes are all dirty?
Well, don't delay!

Go off too wash them, 
run straight away!

The Easter bunny
Is known best 
for his ears,
And when he looks at me,
Even more appear!!

All things have a place,
like a shelf or a box,
the last egg is hiding,
where you 
keep your _____!

Hippity hop hop
down the bunny trail,

The next clue is hiding,
where you find your

mail!

Yay!! You did it!!
You're challenge is

complete!!
It's now time to rest,

and enjoy all your
treats!!

9 10

11 12

13

Clue Number --- Where to hide it

1 --- hand to child (it's the first clue)
2 --- by the TV
3 --- by veggies in the fridge
4 --- inside a shoe
5 --- in or by the bathroom sink
6 --- in the cupboard with dishes 
       (plates and bowls)
7 --- by a table/sofa/chair leg

8 --- under their pillow
9 --- in the microwave
10 --- in or by the washing machine
11 --- by a mirror
12 --- in mailbox/where you keep mail
13 --- in their sock drawer: 
(LAST CARD - place the largest treat here!)


